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Proposal of High Capacity 2Mbps/ 8Mcps Phase Continuous 
Portable d証rCDMAand Its System Capability 
位相連続化 QPSKを用いた大容量2Mピット/秒8Mチップ/秒
携帯 diffCDMAの提案とそのシステム容量
Masahichi Kishit， Kuixi Yin t十， HiToshiIwataTTT，釦dYutakaAmano t什
岸政七 股杢喜 岩田宏 天野裕
Abstract: From the .frequency usage efficiency points of view， the novel CDMA with phase 
continuity QPSK isproposed in this paperωachieve such high reliability as shown in .free 
space propagation， and is also discussed in system capability to get sign{戸cantscheme for 
system design. 
Phase continuity is facilitated by substituting smoothingルnctionover adjacent symbol 
斤inges，的 whichthe戸nctiontouches current and next frame phase values with Oth order 
contact and varies with the steepest gradient just at the center. 
Simulationsαre verified to be error .freeω仰 nsmit2 Mbps over土282M品 bandwidth
by employing d.放む'DMAwith phase continuous QPSK without any compensαtions. The 
system co，!月:gurationis also optimized through s仰ulationsto be defined by 11.651 MHz 
bandwidth， where the necessaηEb/No is -11.5 dB for error .free in 2・rayRayleigh fading 
environment of DUR= 10 dB with 1 micro second delay over 2 G並 domain.
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is important to improve high capacity 
and high speed回 nsmissionof such CDMA 
fea加redwith low power transmission， high 
reliability， and system自exibility.
This CD恥1Ais strongly eager to be 
developed出 IMT2000in serving high speed 
links among pedestrians walking through 
urban multi-ray propagation environment. 
CDMA being given by the direct product of 
primary modulating PSK and spread 
spectrum code， the CDMA transmission 
capacity is defined by the product of QPSK 
transmission speed and spread spectrum 
code number. The frequency bandwidth of 
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the CD恥1Ais， therefore， a1so defined by the 
convolution of QPSK and the spread 
spectrum code bandwidth. Because of such 
Walsh function being adopted to span the 
code spa心e，the CDMA inherits robustness 
from QPSK genius in fading prop砲ation.
BER vs. Eb/No isshown in fig.l for 
QPSK measured after propagation through 
such two-ray Rayleigh fading environment 
as 10 dB DUR with 1 micro second delay 
spread. As clearly shown in fig.l， the 
transmission quality is degraded in 
proportion to narrowing bandwidth to get so 
high frequency efficient as up to 2 bitIHz 
owing to remarkable expansion of fading 
bandwidth through the multi-ray propagation 
environment. The multi園ray fading 
robustness is catastrophical1y improved in 
BER meanings by expanding 企equency
occupancy from Nyquist limit to doubled 
and quadrupled bandwidth. 
Being depended on s戸nbolspeeci， QPSK 
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bandwidth is especially extended beyond the 
Nyquist limit by switching its phase value at 
every symbol fringe. ln fact， even if it loses 
transmIssion capabi1ty， QPSK vanishes 
bandwidth to zero to match CDMA with 
spreading spectrum code in bandwidth in the 
case of QPSK phase being set to be unique 
in every symbol. 
However， itis possible加 reduceQPSK 
bandwidth close to Nyquist limit with 
decreasing phase gradient by in甘oducing
phase continuity into QPSK at every symbol 
企inge.
Only if the phase continuous QPSK is 
employed出社leprim訂ymodulation of 
CDMA over a given limited 合equency
bandwidth， this CDMA with ph邸 e
continuity is expected to仕ansmitin such 
high reliabi1ty shown in fig.l as the case of 
being quadrupled with expanding bandwidth 
beyond the Nyquist limit. 
From the 合equencyusage efficiency 
points of view， the novel CD恥1Awi社1phase 
continuity QPSK is proposed in this paper to 
achieve such high reliabili守asshown in free 
space propagation， and is also discussed in 
system capability to get signi五cantscheme 
for system design. 
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Fig.l B凪 vs.助制oof QPSK， limited wi也in1he Nyquist li凶L
doubled， or quadruplω加叫width，through 2・rayRayleigh fading 
environmentofDUR= 10 dB with 1 micro蹴 onddelay. 
2. PHASE CONTINUOUS PSK 
2.1 Concept of Phase Continuity 
Reducing CDMA bandwidth is not only 
effective for finite frequency resources but 
a1so promising solution for realizing such 
high reliabili貯 ingiven bandwidth筋合ee
space with base of prevention both from 
fading bandwidth expansion and spectrum 
distortion through multi-ray propagation. 
CDMA being defined by convolution of the 
primary PSK modulation and spreading code 
spec仕切n， reduction of the primary 
modulation bandwidth is discussed here as 
an important problem. ~ 
PSK phase is ilus仕atedin fig.2. As 
shown by dotted lines， the existing PSK is 
given by square topped waves to maintain an 
unique value within every symbol to cause a 
jump at every合ingein proportion to the 
ph蹴 differenceamong the adjacent frames. 
If there exists no jumps around al symbol 
fringes， PSK modulated waves obviously 
vanish frequency bandwidth to zero with 
victim of losing transmission abi1ty. 
It is， therefore， necessary to maintain 
individua1 phase va1ue at every frame center， 
but is sufficient to keep the same value in 
neighbors at the center in order to transmit 
information with ph邸edifference among the 
a司jacentframes. It becomes to be possible to 
reduce the occupied bandwidth where血e
curent synbol nextsymbol 
t町le
Fig.211ustrative世meresponse of continuo凶 pha民
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rapid variation is suppressed to yield smooth 
continuous phase in PSK. 
Phase continuity is facilitated as shown in 
fig.2 as solid curve by substituting 
smoothing function over newly introducing 
transient duration spanning over adjace出
symbol fringes. The former is the cu汀ent
and the later is the next symbol. The function 
touches cu汀entand next symbol phase 
values at the front and tail ends with Oth 
order contactヲ respectively，and varies with 
the steepest gradient just at the center of the 
transient durationラi.e.at the fringe. For 
exampleラgivenby following eq.l is matched 
to the above phase smoothing function. 
。(t)= 8 c + Ll8(t)S (t) (1) 
here， 8 (t) is the current j均mephase 
value， 68 = 8 c -8n， n is the next j均me
phase value， 
S(肉印tり)i，お'ssuch α 1戸mη1CtiO仰仰ng♂lν陀enb砂y 
S削r川(刊川りγ叶=~ド川川H片(十1 + S討呼i
I 0 巴ls巴
where， tm =t I 
ImodT 
(3) 
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Fig.3 Frequency response compari初日 betwen phase continuous 
and discontinuous PSK power spectrum 
2，2 Bandwid.fh Red.udion Effect of 
Phase Continuous PS医
Both lower and upper eight side lobes 
are shown in五g.3as averaged instantaneous 
spectrum at plural企amefringes. The solid 
and do抗ed curves show the ensemble 
averaged spectrum of phase continuous and 
phase discontinuous existing PSK， 
respectively. Ifthe transient duration is set to 
be a quarter of symbol length， itis observed 
by 3.87叩 d19.36 dB at the force and eighth 
harmonics to reduce the side lobe amplitude. 
lt is adequate to the出 sumptionto define 
al the spectrum except main lobe are 
interference rather than unnecessary com圃
ponent in communication systemヲbecauseof 
the ali出 beingleaked into inside from the 
outside and of remarkable distortion being 
occurred at band edges if frequency 
bandwidth being limited. It requires so 
widely expanded bandwidth up to 2fu as 
shown in fig.3 in order to suppress the 
int巴rference energy of the phase 
discontinuous PSK to the equal level of the 
force harmonic. 
In paradoxical1y speaking for phase 
discontinuous existing PSK and/or CDMA 
which employs existing PSK as the primary 
modulationラ the newly proposing phase 
continuous PSK is abJe to get frequency 
margin by fuイoto improve fading or 
frequency selective fading robustness by this 
margin amount in the muJti-ray propagation 
environment. 
??
??
??? ?
Fig.4 Block Diagram ofphase continuity circuit 
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2.3 Ci:rcuitry Configuration of Phase 
Co醐in組付
The phase continuous PSK is realized by 
merely prefixing the phase continuity circuit 
shown in日g.4to the existing PSK modulator. 
In fig.4， 8(t) means a ROM stored into the 
smoothing function of eq.2 and read out by 
modulus T time baseラ theregister REG 
latches the output at the tail-end of the 
transient duration and keeps the holding 
value within the following duration Tラ and
the mark M or + means a multiplier or an 
adder， respectively園
3. CDMA 明'1TH
CONTINUOUS QPS区
3.1 System Co殴figuration
The system configuration of the CDMA 
with phase continuous QP8K is illustrated in 
fig. 5 as significant functional block 
diagrams. 
In fig. 5a showing the transmission 
modul巴ofthe CDMA with phase continuity 
QPSKラ thecircuitry skeleton is almost the 
same to the existing CDI¥ι生 transmission
module only with exception of the phase 
continuity circuit CP being interpolated 
between phase information input terminal 
and the primary modulator MOD for every 
transmission channel. HereラmarkS8ラCG，or
BPF means the secondary modulator of 
spread spectrum， spread spectrum code 
generator， or band-pass fi1terラ respectively.
And， the total number of transmission 
channels is m. The circuit topology of the 
receiving module of the CDMA with phase 
continuous QPSK is as shown in日g.5b the 
same to the existing CDMA receiving 
module. Mark RXラSYN，CNT， deSS， CGラor
DEC means the receiving unit， 
synchronization detectorラ control signal 
recovery circuitラ theprimary demodulator， 
de-spread spectrum circuit， spread spectrum 
code generator， or decision circuit， 
respectively. Hereョthetotal receiving speech 
channel is m'. In general speakingラ the
PHASE 
transmission channel number m is required 
to be larger than receiving speech channel 
m'， even if the maximum transmission 
capacity is achieved in the case of m being 
equal to m'. 
In fact， control and synchronization sig・
nals are carried through the redundant m同m'
channels in cdamOne and WcdmaOneヲ or
carried by redundant time slot shared by time 
compression to yield equivalent redundancy 
????? ???
?? ?
Fig.5 BI∞k diagram of CDMA with phase continuo凶 QPSKう
m叩echchanel transmision mo山le(的うandm' s pech ch加-
nel receivingmodule(b) 
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both on time and frequency space in v.ん
CDMA at which a glance shows m being 
nearly equal to m'. 
Fortunately， a novel CDMA systemラ
named by diffCDMA， has been already 
developed by the same author to perfectly 
exclude redundancy of the channel or time 
slot. From transmission and signaling points 
of viewsラ this diffCD恥1A which is 
categorized into an enhanced system of 
W cdmaOne ， and is also based on such tech国
nologies as differential coding田 dpost de-
spreading spectrum analytic receiving to be 
verified 2 Mbps transmission ability within 
up to 5 MHz bandwidth even白roughmulti個
ray fading environment. 
3.2 Signal Scheme 
The maximum 2 Mbps transmission 
capacity is possible to be performed through 
32 simultaneous speech channels by 
employing 32 kHz frame QPSK as the 
primary modulation. So long as the 
diffCD恥1Abeing facilitated in CDl¥ゐえ with
phase continuous QPSK to exclude any 
redundancy， the spread spectrum code length 
is enough to be 32ラbecaus巴oftransmission 
m being equal to receiving channel number 
mララ and of receiving channel number mラ
being sufficiently 32. 
Figure 6 shows the signal scheme in ord巴r
to transmits 2 Mbps in the diffCDMA with 
phase continuous QPSKヲ inwhich every 
frame 
再0
segment 
chip 
Fiι6 Signal scheme of 2 Mbps defCDMA with phase 
continuωsQPSK 
symbol is consists of 8 segmentsラandthese 
segments are themselves consist of 32 chips. 
Hereラ eightsegments are employed within 
every symbol to verifシtheeffect of ph出e
continuity though 4 segments are sufficient 
for QPSK. 
The chip rate is given by 
32ksymbol/sec X8seg/symbol X32chip/seg 
= 8.192 Mcps. 
3.3 BER Improvement Effeci 
The diffCDMA with phase continuous 
QPSK is verified as shown in fig岡7for BER 
vs. EblNo through simulations under the 
following conditions. High capacity 2.048 
Mbps signals are carried by using 7.282 
MHz bandwidth on the 2 GHz domain from 
10 km/h walking pedestrians passing through 
such urban environment出 twoィayfading 
propagation of DUR=10dB with 1 micro 
second delay spread. AlI the codes of 32 
length Walsh sequence are employed to 
perfoロn2.048 Mbps rateラ signalscheme is 
given as shown in fig.6， chip rate is 8.192 
Mcps， the transient duration is a qua巾 r
symbo1. Thereforeラ fdTis set to be 0.0005 
0.5 
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併 withpI1ase contrn凶V
争脅 W社ho凶がla鈎continuity
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Fig目7B皿、s.白川ocompariωn betwen phaぉcontinuousand 
discontinuous QPSK of2 Mbps/ 7.282 MHz pedes甘iandifCDMA 
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and Doppler shift is 0.01 ppm， respectively. 
Such compensations as RAKE receiving， 
e汀orcorrection， and power control， are 
easily 'facilitated in the diffCDMA with 
phase continuous QPSK， which are al1 
excluded from simulations to make the phase 
continuity effect clear. BER is measured on 
the worst condition channel spanned by the 
altemative code of the second Walsh 
sequence when al the 32 length Walsh 
sequences are devoted to span the 
simultaneous 32 channels. 
4. SYSTEM CAP ABILITY of 
diffCDMA 明11TH PHASE 
CONτE関UOUSQPSK
4.1 Transmission Characieristics 
The diffCD恥七生 with phase continuous 
QPSK is simulated under the s創ne
conditions to the previous section in order to 
plot fig.8 巴町or free Eb/No by taking 
transmission bandwidth as parameters. As 
shown in this figure， eηor free 2恥1bps
transmission is achieved at Eb庁~o = 1.0 dB 
through 7.282 1¥任{zラ atEb/No = -5.25 dB 
through 8.322恥1Hz，Eb斤~o = -10.5 dB 
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Fig.8 EblNo bandwidth response of eror fre 2 Mbps pede泣rian
difCDMA with p凶secontinω山 QPSK
through 10.485 MHz bandwidth without 
empJoying any compensations， respectively. 
That is， the necessarγreceiving level for 
error free 2 Mbps transmission in the newly 
proposing diffCDMA system is in proportion 
to the reciprocal number of the bandwidth on 
the domain from 7 to13 MHz， and is gradu・
aly saturated with圃14dB beyond the 15 
MHz 
4.2 Concept of the System Capacity 
It is strongly eager in promising high 
efficiency for finite frequency resources 
especially for developing large system. lt is 
easily improved frequency efficient by 
narrowing the bandwidth if the transmission 
power being kept to be constant圃
Neverthelessラthenecessary power is keenly 
sensitive to the transmission bandwidth as 
shown in the diffCDMA with phase 
continuous QPSK. 
The area covered by low power with 
broad bandwidth is not always coincident 
with that of high power with naηow band-
width as shown in fig.9. Transmission power 
P being given in free space by a Gauss 
integral on a spherical surface of radius R， 
P=KIER3 (4) 
Fig.9 Dimensiona1 comparisα1 betwen typica1 CDMA syおm
areas司coveredby 1ow-power wide-ban伽idth(a) and high-power 
narow-bandwidth transmision radio waves (b) 
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Here， kj is constant， 
E isαbsolute ofreceivingfield. 
the radius R of the covering area is in 
proportion to the cube root of power Pラand
the cross section S of the area is in propor嗣
tion to a square of radius R. Hereヲ
s =πR2 (5) 
Because the subscriber distribution 
density is generally considered to be uniform 
on whole the subjective domainラ thepro-
posmg system甘ansmissioncapaclty '7 IS 
adequately evaluated both by per unit 
frequency and per unit section for significant 
criteria of system design as follows. 
] 1 
η-K2荷量 (6) 
Here， k2 is proportional constαnt. 
Substituting eqs.4 and 5 into eq.6， it gives an 
other notation for ηdescribed by P and iA人
2 
ηzK2+p-5 (7) 
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Fig.lO Normalized system capability vs.凶ndwid世1，measured for 
巴汀ぽ fre 2Mb ps ped eはd釦 d正配DAtransmrt出roughtwo ray 
Rayleigh fading ofDUR= IOdB with I micro sec. delay 
4.3 Opfimization of the System 
Capability 
System capability vs. bandwidth is 
shown in百g.10for 2 Mbps diffむDMAwith 
phase continuous QPSK after normalizing 
with the system capability of 7.384 MHz 
bandwidth whose necessary receiving level 
being Eb/NoニodB for e汀or free 
transmission. The normaIized system 
capability is vanished to zero owing to 
app巴aranceof the so-called f100r at BER = 
0.02， ifthe bandwidth is narrowed to below 
7.085 MHz. 
As the bandwidth is expanded from 7.085 to 
11.651 MHz， the normalized system 
capability varies dynamical1y from 0.256 to 
3.704 with 14.5 times improvement， while 
the necessarγEb/No for eηor free 
transmission changes from 9.16 to -11.5 dB. 
This peaking point means the optimum 
system for the diffCDMA with phase 
continuous QPSK in the meaning of system 
capabi1ty. Beyond 11.651 MHz， the 
normalized system capability is 
monotonically decreased from the maximum 
value of 3.704 to unity because ofthe Eb庁-Jo
being saturated in improvement. 
CONCLUSION 
The newly proposing diffCDMA with 
phase continuous QPSK has been 
successfully discussed in this paper with 
emphasis both on realizing pedestrian 2 
Mbps CDMA system and optimizing the 
transmission bandwidth圃 Thesystem con-
figuration is optimized through 
simulations to be defined by 11.651 MHz 
bandwidthヲwherethe necessary Eb/No is
-11.5 dB for error合eein 2ィayRayleigh 
fading environment of D UR = 10 dB with 
1 sec delay over 2 GHz domain. 
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